PRODUCTS

It is the epitome of refined elegance, operation simplicity,
superior performance and application diversity. Harn’s
commitment to quality and reliability makes Triomax the
ultimate partner to any cabinet. Its smooth running action
and attractive design blend harmoniously with modern
homes and kitchens.

Smooth and stable

The slide mechanism consists
of 2 nests of 3 load bearing
nylon rollers enclosed in 2
steel channels. These
channels are strategically
positioned top and bottom of a
Steel (I) Beam.
New reinforced Intermediate
Channel provides good side
stability.

Sylent

Sylent automatically adapts
to the varying closing speed
and weight of the drawer to
regulate the closing action.
Dust prevention design
offers the damper system
extended lifespan.

Organiseplus

A kitchen can be organised into distinct areas, each
representing a specific function. Grouping of storage
contents based on specific functions will help
optimise the work flow. Triomax has a complete
programme to help you create an effective and
efficient kitchen.

Organiseplus complements by allowing you to

organise your drawer contents in a neat and tidy
manner. A series of stainless of steel trays and
adjustable dividers offers a perfect fit for your
utensils. It is easy to remove and is dishwasher
friendly. The Divider Panels, Lateral Dividers and
Cross Railings help organise crockery, pots, pans,
appliances and containers.

Consumables
Foodstuffs.
Organised in Larder Units, efficient
use of storage space.
Easy access to individual drawers
to retrieve and replenish.

Tableware
Cutlery, plates, food storage
containers and appliances.
Custom fit storage
compartments for utensils.

Cleaning

Sink, dishwasher, waste
storage, cleaning agents
and utensils.
Specialised sink drawer for
efficient space utilisation.

Preparation
Food preparation
appliances, utensils, oils,
sauces and opened stored
foodstuff.
Best located between
Cleaning and Cooking area
due to food preparation
work flow.

Cooking

Hob, oven, microwave oven,
pots, pans, baking ware and
utensils.
Smooth sliding action even
when fully loaded.

Impaz

Designed to inspire with assurance of quality and
reliability. The variants and versatile accessories
make it ideal for most environments. Applications
are limited by one’s imaginations. The installation
and assembly procedures are designed to be fast,
simple and precise using minimum tools.

Impaz is a reliable, stylish, practical and
economical solution for modern kitchens, homes
and offices. It will impress even the most discerning
users.

Ergonomic

Assembly

Fully extension drawer
provides full view and easy
retrieval.

Marking and drilling jigs to
simplify preparation of
drawer components for
assembly.

Simple and fast assembly
process.

Assembly Devices

Triomax Drawer Assembly Jig

Provides a fast, simple and precise way to assemble drawers.
Easy to setup and operate.
Common drawer widths preset for speedy jig reconfiguration.
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